Solitons in spiral polymeric macromolecules.
The problem of the existence and stability of dynamical soliton regimes in a helix polymer is solved numerically. For the polytetrafluoroethylene macromolecule, within a model in which deformations of the valence and torsion angles and the valence bonds are taken into account, two types of soliton solutions are found. The first type describes the propagation of a solitary wave of torsional displacements of a helix chain. The twisting of the chain is a result of the compression of dihedral (torsion) angles. The second type describes the propagation of a solitary wave of longitudinal displacements of a helix chain. The longitudinal compression of the chain is a result of the compression of the valence angles and bonds. The solitons have a finite narrow spectrum of supersonic velocities: the soliton of torsion has a spectrum above the velocity of long-wavelength phonons of torsion while the spectrum of the solitons of compression lies above the velocity of long-wavelength phonons of longitudinal displacement. Numerical simulations of the soliton dynamics show their stability in the intervals of admissible velocities. The elasticity of soliton interactions under their collisions is demonstrated. The formation of solitons induced by deformation of end bonds of the helix chain has been modeled. It is shown that helicity of the macromolecule is the necessary condition for existence of torsional solitons.